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Net Earnings vs Net Cash…  
& Cash Generated 
For some time now Quantum has supported a collection value named Net Earnings. Historically, 
the Net Cash figure was something that people could use for earnings, but this is no longer the case. 

Net Earnings as a value calculated by Quantum is relatively new, however, is frequently now the 
source of confusion. 

This document is intended to clear up this confusion. 

 

Net Earnings Explained plus Changes to Net Cash and Cash Generated 

 

Which field should for viewing machine Income? 

For any Quantum system in which it is available, Net Earnings should always be taken as the 
measurement of how much a machine has earnt. It is also the figure which is used to calculate the 
amount of tax (MGD High/Low or VAT) due on each machine. 

If Net Earnings does not appear to be correct, it is possible to change how it calculates via Quantum 
in a very flexible way, which allows tailoring of the data on a machine-by-machine basis if required. It 
is deliberately highly flexible.  

 

Net Cash used to work fine for me. Why change it? 

Because a large amount of income now comes from non-cash sources (TITO, Card-based cashless 
systems, etc), using Net Cash as an income figure, is not accurate, as some / most of the income is 
not cash. 

Depending on the business, Net Cash may have appeared to be an accurate earnings figure. For 
certain operations this will be true, but not in all cases, so Net Cash should not be used for income, 
performance and tax calculations. 
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But Net Cash includes HandPays! 

HandPays were added to quantum long before other cashless fields existed. At the time, Net 
Cash was the performance field used by everyone, so therefore to accurately 
reflect Earnings HandPays were removed from Net Cash.  

This then had a knock-on effect of having to add them back on again when trying to balance the 
machine from a security point of view (as the money for a HandPay hasn’t physically left the 
machine), which complicated the security calculations slightly. 

 

 

 

What is Net Earnings? 

Net Earnings is simply the actual earnings of a machine for a given collection. It is intended to 
include all sources of funds in and funds out, including those which are not cash-based. This includes 
(but is not limited to) such things as: 

• Cash In / Out 
• Tokens In / Out  
• Tickets In / Out 
• Promotional Tickets In / Out 
• HandPays Out 
• Remote Credits In 
• Card In / Out 

All these things need to be accounted for when looking at the bottom line - both from a business 
income perspective and from an individual machine performance perspective. Some operations do 
not use any of these. Some operations use many of them. 
Some operations even use these to record data other than they were originally intended for. 

Some operations will empty and count TITO tickets from machines and wish to use that value as the 
value of Tickets added to the machine. Others will simply use the Ticket In meter (or electronic 
equivalent) and avoid having to manually count piles of tickets. 

Due to this lack of predictability and the ever-greater movement away from purely cash, Net 
Earnings was added. If all these fields were used to affect Net Cash (as HandPays was initially), then 
they would all need to be accounted for again when trying to work out security figures based on the 
Cash, which would simply add complexity. 
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What is happening to Net Cash then? 

As of Quantum v5.49+ Net Cash has been removed and has been superseded by Cash Generated. 

The physical cash emptied from a machine, should balance with the theoretical (metered) cash, 
allowing Quantum to perform a security check on collections and provide a Cash Differences report. 
It is therefore a figure which needs to be reported.  

Hence the addition of Cash Generated. 

 

What is Cash Generated? 

Cash Generated is the physical cash (coins & notes) which have been counted from a machine during 
a collection, less Refills and Claims.  

 

What are the new Net Earnings & Bankable Cash Collection Reports for? 

As part of the Quantum v5.49 update, under Reports > Collection Reports, are the addition of the 
Net Earnings report and Bankable Cash report. 

The new Net Earnings report, allows you to see a step-by-step report on how the Net Earnings figure 
is calculated plus will also subtract the tax, providing a true income figure. 

 

How do I exclude my Ticket Redemption Station (TRS) from my Net Earnings?  

There is a now a new checkbox, settable under Machine Types, for ‘Machine Generates Income’. 
This option is enabled by default but in the case of a TRS, it should be unchecked. 

The affect this will have, will be the exclusion of these machines, from Net Earnings reports. 

Also, when viewing the Bankable Cash report, the value of Net Tickets, for all machines which have 
the ‘Machine Generates Income’ option disabled, will be subtracted from the top line Cash 
Generated figure. 
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How is Net Earnings more flexible? 

Net Earnings allows for customisation of how it is calculated.  

This configuration is accomplished via the Meter Type section in quantum. Every machine has 
a Meter Type defined. Each Meter Type defines various parameters, and amongst these are Cashless 
Options: 

 

These options allow complete control over how every cashless field should affect Net Earnings, and 
(where applicable) whether to use the Metered value (calculated via either meter readings or from 
an EDC unit) or the Counted value (manually entered into Quantum as part of the collection 
process). 

Usually, any field which results in crediting a machine should add to Net Earnings. Anything that 
results in some form of payout should subtract from Net Earnings. The above screenshot shows 
what would be a reasonable default setting for most operations: 

[Net Earnings] = [Counted Cash] - [Cash Deductions] + [Counted Tickets in] - [Metered Tickets Out] - 
[HandPays] 

Should an operation (for example) wish to use Metered Tickets in rather than Counted, then the 
options simply need to be updated to reflect this. 
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Net Earnings Examples 

These are examples illustrating the effects of Net Earnings at the suggested setting above plus also 
show why Net Cash, which has been depreciated, should not have been used as an income figure. 

These numbers reflect the readings and values given to the Quantum system at time of collection. 

 

1 - Simple without Cashless 

Item Value Comment 

Cash Box 
(Gross) 

£500.00 Emptied and counted, hopper dumped for simplicity 

Refill £100.00 Total of £100 refilled during the week 

Claim/Refund £2.00 
Customer(s) claimed a non payout or coin inserted without credit 
given, totalling £2 

Metered Cash £399.00 
Meter readings indicate that £399.00 was added to the machine 
through normal play 

• Net Cash will be calculated as: 
o [Gross]-([Refill] + [Claim]) 
o 500.00 - (100.00 + 2.00) 
o 500.00 - 102.00 
o = £398.00 

• Cash Difference (Variance) will be therefore calculated as: 
o [Net Cash] - [Metered Cash] 
o 398.00 - 399.00 
o = -£1.00 
o (Machine is therefore £1 short of what we would expect) 

• Net Earnings in this case will be the same as Net Cash - £398.00 
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2 - Simple with HandPay. 

Item Value Comment 

Cash Box 
(Gross) 

£500.00 Emptied and counted, hopper dumped for simplicity 

Refill £100.00 Total of £100 refilled during the week 

Claim/Refund £2.00 
Customer(s) claimed a non payout or coin inserted without credit 
given, totalling £2 

HandPay £50.00 
A £50 HandPay has been recorded against the machine (possibly 
hopper short at some point) 

Metered Cash £399.00 
Meter readings indicate that £399.00 was added to the machine 
through normal play (NB: Typically, HandPays aren’t part of cash 
meters) 

• Bearing in mind the above notes that currently HandPays do affect Net Cash Net Cash will be 
calculated as: 

o [Gross]-([Refill] + [Claim] + [HandPay]) 
o 500.00 - (100.00 + 2.00 + 50.00) 
o 500.00 - 152.00 
o = £348.00 

• Cash Difference (Variance) will be therefore have to account for Net Cash being reduced by 
the value of HandPays, and will be calculated as: 

o ([Net Cash] + [HandPay]) - [Metered Cash] 
o (348.00 + 50.00) - 399.00 
o 398.00 - 399.00 
o = -£1.00 
o (Machine is therefore £1 short of what we would expect) 

• Net Earnings in this case will also be the same as Net Cash - £348.00 
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3 - With TITO 

Item Value Comment 

Cash Box (Gross) £500.00 Emptied and counted, hopper dumped for simplicity 

Refill £100.00 Total of £100 refilled during the week 

Counted TITO 
Tickets 

£50.00 Value of tickets collected from the machine and counted. 

Metered TITO 
Ticket IN 

£45.00 
Value of tickets indicated via meter readings, EDC or via 
Quantum Interface to 3rd Party TITO system) 

Metered TITO 
Ticket OUT 

£100.00 
Value of tickets indicated via meter readings, EDC or via 
Quantum Interface to 3rd Party TITO system) 

Metered Cash £399.00 
Meter readings indicate that £399.00 was added to the machine 
through normal play 

• Net Cash is unaffected by TITO, and will be calculated as: 
o [Gross]-[Refill] 
o 500.00 - 100.00 
o = £400.00 

• Cash Difference (Variance) will therefore be calculated as: 
o [Net Cash]- [Metered Cash] 
o 400.00 - 399.00 
o = £1.00 
o (Machine Cash Box is therefore £1 over what we would expect) 

• Since we have both Metered and Counted Ticket data, Quantum will also calculate Ticket 
Difference: 

o [Counted Tickets In] - [Metered Tickets In] 
o 50.00 - 45.00 
o = £5.00 
o Machine therefore has £5 more ticket In than we would expect, and should be 

investigated. 
• Net Earnings in this case - using the suggested Net Earnings Settings - will ignore 

the Metered ticket In value, and calculate as this: 
o ([Gross] - [Refill]) + ([Counted Tickets] - [Metered Tickets Out]) 
o (500.00 - 100.00) + (50.00 - 100) 
o 400 + (-50) 
o = £350.00 

• Should the settings be changed to use Metered Ticket In rather than Counted Ticket In, then 
the calculation would be: 

o ([Gross] - [Refill]) + ([Metered Tickets In] - [Metered Tickets Out]) 
o (500.00 - 100.00) + (45.00 - 100) 
o 400 + (-55) 
o = £345.00 

So in this example, the Net Cash figure would be £400.00 - a useful figure for checking against the 
cash box of the machine, but is definitely not a reflection of the actual earnings of the machine.Net 
Earnings would be either £350.00 or £345.00. 


